New courses added to UCSD curriculum effective Fall 2019

ANTH 5 - The Human Machine: The Skeleton Within
ANTH 42 - Primates in a Human-Dominated World
ANTH 43 - Introduction to Biology and Culture of Race
BILD 30 Biology of Plagues: Past & Present
COGS 9 - Introduction to Data
DSC 10 - Principles of Data Science
DSC 20 - Programming and Basic Data Structures for Data Science
DSC 30 - Data Structures and Algorithms for Data Science
DSC 40A - Theoretical Foundations of Data Science I
DSC 40B - Theoretical Foundations of Data Science II
DSC 80 - The Practice and Application of Data Science
EDS 38. Explorations in Education (2)
EDS 39. Explorations in Secondary STEM Education (2)
POLI 5 Data Analytics for the Social Sciences
LATI 10 – Reading North by South: Latin America Studies and the US Liberation Movements
USP 4 – Introduction to Geographic Information Systems
USP 25 – Real Estate and Development Principles and Analysis (Must be taken at UCSD)

If you feel that you teach any of these courses (except courses that must be taken at UCSD), please send me course outlines.

Revised Courses

JAPN 10A Changes upcoming
JAPN 10B Changes upcoming
JAPN 10C Changes upcoming
JWSP 1 Beginning Hebrew (Formerly JUDA 1) Articulation maintained

JWSP 2 Intermediate Hebrew (Formerly JUDA 2) Articulation maintained

JWSP 3 Intermediate Hebrew, Continued (Formerly JUDA 3) Articulation maintained

**Courses deleted from the UCSD curriculum effective Fall 2019**

CSE 7 Introduction to Programming with MATLAB

CSE 91 Perspectives in Computer Science and Engineering

**Revised Major Names**

Literature : Spanish Literature *(Previously Literature: Spanish and Latin Literature)*

**New majors effective Fall 2019**

Anthropology: Biological Anthropology B.S. - [http://anthro.ucsd.edu/undergraduate-studies/major/index.html](http://anthro.ucsd.edu/undergraduate-studies/major/index.html)

Anthropology B.A. with a concentration in Climate Change and Human Solutions - [http://anthro.ucsd.edu/undergraduate-studies/major/index.html](http://anthro.ucsd.edu/undergraduate-studies/major/index.html)

Education Sciences B.S. - [http://educationstudies.ucsd.edu/](http://educationstudies.ucsd.edu/)

Global Health B.S. - [https://globalhealthprogram.ucsd.edu/undergraduate-program/major.html](https://globalhealthprogram.ucsd.edu/undergraduate-program/major.html)

Human Developmental Sciences B.S with Specialization in Equity & Diversity - [http://www.hdp.ucsd.edu/undergraduate-program/index.html](http://www.hdp.ucsd.edu/undergraduate-program/index.html)

Human Developmental Sciences B.S. with Specialization in Healthy Aging - [http://www.hdp.ucsd.edu/undergraduate-program/index.html](http://www.hdp.ucsd.edu/undergraduate-program/index.html)

**The following majors had some changes:**

**Accounting/Business Minor:** Major description text changes.

**Anthropology:** Major Description text changes. Two new majors for Fall 2019 Anthropology: Biological Anthropology B.S. and Anthropology B.A. with a concentration in Climate Change and Human Solutions

**Biological Sciences:** Major Description text changes.

**Chinese Studies:** Major description text changes.
Classical Studies: Lower division requirement changes. All current major requirements can be found here http://caesar.ucsd.edu/classical/major.html#Classics

Cognitive Science: Lower Division requirement changes. All current major requirements can be found here: http://www.cogsci.ucsd.edu/undergraduates/major/index.html


Data Science: Major description text changes.

International Studies: Major Description changes in all major tracks.

Jewish Studies: Prefix change from JUDA to JWSP. Articulation maintained.

Latin American Studies: Lower division requirement changes. Added LTSP 2A and LTSP 2B.

Literature: Major Description text changes. Lower Division requirement changes. Added Korean courses. Revised major - Literature : Spanish Literature (Previously Literature: Spanish and Latin Literature)

Mathematics: Lower Division requirement change to Mathematics/Computer Science B.S. major. Added CSE 1SL.

Psychology: Lower Division requirement change in all majors - Removed CSE 7 from lower division major preparation options.


Study of Religion: Major description text changes.

Urban Studies and Planning: Lower Division requirement changes. Added USP 4 – Introduction to Geographic Information Systems to the Urban Studies and Planning major. Added USP 25 – Real Estate and Development Principles and Analysis (Must be taken at UCSD) to the Real Estate and Development major.